
ATHENS TREASURE HUNT



ATHENS TREASURE HUNT

The most exciting way to discover contemporaryAthens!

Work with your team, find your way through the city and see 
the main highlights. 

Visit secret corners and  learn about the local way of life and history in a fun 
way.  of life and history in a fun way.

Follow the directions, hunt for clues and solve riddles, view fascinating 
landmarks and lesser-known  jewels in a fun way. 

Interact with locals, learn about the local way of life, taste treats and drinks
that  locals relish and get the true feeling of our city.

Be the first team to complete the tasks and you will triumph!



ATHENS TREASURE HUNT

Activity description
The group will be divided in teams 
Each team will receive a “survival kit” including a map and several props related to the game.
Specialized guides will be following the teams
Winning Points are won by following simple, yet cunning, instructions and solving a number of
puzzles and challenges

o Challenges may include amongothers:
Form your team (Team name, slogan and flag)
Decide on needed roles and distribute them (leader, secretary, navigator etc)  
Navigate through the city following clues and a map
Take pictures with locals, eat local snacks.
There may also be an Acropolis visit within challenges. The teams will be asked to fulfill several tasks 
Group photo may be requested. 
The game will end at the dinner restaurant. 
The winning teams will be the one that collects most points.

Areas: Plaka, Monastiraki



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Duration

Physical activity level  

Starting point

Ending point

3 hours  

Medium

Acropolis (End of D. Areopagitou st.)  

Plaka area or Flea Market

The Game

3-hour activity

Design and implementation of the game  

All props and material needed

Survival Kit including Map, pens, treats  

One guide per team 

Action points

Water bottle and fruit

Blind tasting of 3 Signature Greek spirits (Ouzo, Tsipouro, Mastic liquor) or tasting cheesepie, olive oil, herbs



OVERVIEW ACTIVITY ATHENS



We walk together to the starting point where you receive more info regarding the activity of 
course a survival kit and a map of Athens…

STARTING POINT



We gather at ”PNYX”, during antiquity 4000 Athenian citizents votedhere,
so this is really the cradle of democracy.

We take som group photos here before we begin.

STARTING POINT



STARTING POINT



DISCOVER ATHENS!



beautiful surroundings!



Beautiful surroundings!



feel, smell, listen, watch and do some opa!



guess what you are tasting!



you will brew greek coffee at one of athens oldest cafes



actually, you are brewing on the roof top of the café!



Was your Greek coffee good? Did you manage? You will be rated!

Of course, you have your instructions to help you cope!



Oops! This team is disqualified. 
We caught them drinking beer instead of competing…



How tall was your ancient Greek pillar?



We end with a nice meal at a Greek tavern…



or at a cool roof top restaurant…
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